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Brazil’s mangroves: Natural carbon storage

Brazil has the second-largest area of mangrove cover in the world (1), including the world’s largest continuous mangroves (2). These ecosystems provide food security for coastal populations; habitat for terrestrial, bird, and fish species; and carbon sequestration (3). However, Brazil’s mangroves are in peril. In 2020, the Brazilian government approved legislation that would have eliminated mangrove protection for the benefit of real estate development (4). Fortunately, in December 2021, the Brazilian Supreme Court found the controversial policy unconstitutional (5). Brazil must continue to protect its mangroves despite an administration that has shown disregard for the environment (6).

Mangrove conservation doubles as an effective natural climate solution (7). Mangroves can store up to 10 times more carbon per hectare than upland forests (8), and Brazil’s mangrove soil currently stores about 3 to 8% of global carbon (9). Yet these ecosystems and their vast natural carbon storage potential are vulnerable to emissions from anthropogenic activities and, if lost, could not be restored by 2050 (10).

The attempts to change legislation to prioritize development over mangroves demonstrate that current protections are threatened. Including Brazil’s mangroves in the national Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD) strategy could be a way to maintain the carbon stocks and better protect their biodiversity. Although there is a civil society initiative for monitoring Brazilian mangroves (11, 12), Brazil should also create an official monitoring program to ensure effective conservation and enforcement of the policies in place to protect these ecosystems.
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Disrupting targets’ dependency on bullies

Targets of academic bullying sometimes despair about the lack of institutional support they receive. Even when universities take a firm stance against perpetrators (e.g., (1, 2)), it is very difficult to disrupt the dependency of the target on the bully. Institutions must put policies in place to allow targets to extricate themselves and their work from the perpetrator without compromising their careers.

To address the issue of academic bullying, many recommendations focus on punishing perpetrators (e.g., prohibiting the known bullies from leading labs), which is in line with domestic abuse legislation in some countries, such as Austria (3). However, simply removing the bully does not protect the target from their influence. Another common solution is to transfer targets to another lab (4–7), but many targets do not perceive this as a viable option; after years trying to pursue their research goals, changing labs would mean losing their projects, associated publications, and access to letters of recommendation, which can be career-breaking for early-stage academics.

The scientific community must implement policies that grant targets of bullying independence. For example, if the allegations of bullying behaviors are validated (e.g., through confirmation by institutional investigation committees), institutions can grant the targets the rights to the lab’s data, allowing them to publish. Institutions can also ban the perpetrators from submitting letters of recommendation for targets and designate others, such as department chairs, to write such letters instead. Medical students, PhD students, and postdocs should have the right to independently pursue research and publication projects when supervisors are known to engage in bullying behaviors. This would serve as a fail-safe for situations in which the career success of the target would otherwise be contingent on staying in a bully’s group.

Granting bullying targets these rights would allow them to protect their mental health without sacrificing their professional success. If lab members knew that they could continue their work independently, they would likely tolerate fewer bullying behaviors. Empowerment would lower the bar to reporting inappropriate behavior as well. Protecting targets is crucial to stemming the tide of academic bullying behavior.
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